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Scientific Legacy is the title of this collection, which was published in Russian
after Vygotsky's death. This volume is divided into three sections, ranging from
tools and signs in child development to emotions, ending with an analysis of the
emotions of actors. Before beginning this prologue, an introduction will be offered
in memory of Lev Semonovich Vygotsky as a Russian first, a man who lived only
until 1934, and who died at the early age of thirty-seven. Readers are encouraged
to position his thoughts within the framework of phenomenological bracketing, or
suspending one's own perspective, in order to gain an understanding of Vygotsky
through his Russian roots. Vygotsky did not separate deeper levels of psychology
from European (in particular, German and Spinozian) philosophy, all of which can
be labeled non-classical psychology.1 D. B. Elkonin was of the opinion that

... L S. Yygotsky'a transition from the interpretation of IIOClalenvironment as a
'faclor' to the understanding of the 'lIOClal'as the 'source' of personality development
symbolizes the beginning of non-elassical psychology of conscloUJntss.2

In speaking metaphorically, much of classical psychologycan be compared with
Newtonian physics,where Vygotsky's thoughts would then relate to newer areas of
physics, such as complexity-chaos theory.3 Vygotsky's vision was for the next cen-
tury,. and has been called height psychology (viewing the potential future of an

tA Asmolov (1998, pp. 6-24).
2A Asmolov (1998. p. 21).
3,,/t seems almost certain that he [Vygo18kylused-and the editors have deleted-his favorite quotation
from Trotsky: 'Man Is himself stikhiia,' slo/chtion or elemental chaos, which Is yet to be shaped Into
an authentic human being or auperhuman ... " (Jora\'liky 1989, p. 263).

4y. S. Sobldn and D. A Leontlev (In: Cupchllc and Uzl6 (eds.). 1992, p. 192). "Yygotslcy treated human
psychology not as a natural science but rather as a synthetic scIence. lntegrallng natural, humanitarian,
and lIOCialknowledge. That fs why 80 many of Yygotsky's enlightening hypotheses and Insights have
not yet been realized In concrete research on and knowledge of the human being. Yygotsky moved
toward a new psychology ..• Perhaps It Is the I!Clenceof the human mind for the next century. which
Is e~pected to be the age of psychology. The more time has passed since Yygotsky's death, the more
we see him ahead of us, lighting our path." It should be stated that within Asmolov's understanding
of non-class/cal psychology, Freudian descriptions of the unconscloU8 In psychoanalysis are viewed as
an Important source; however, wIthin the parameters of height and deplh psychology as described by
A A. Leontyev, the Freudian psychoanalytic treatment of the unconscious deals with personal problema
for the most part
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individual), as opposed to Freudian (inter alia) depth psychology.s Vygotsky was a
meaning-seeker, as opposed to a rational fonnalist,6 focusing attention on the entire
formation of individual personality.7 He was a Marxist philosopher, and although
it has been claimed that his Marxism could be compared to Althusser l;Iri'dHaber-
mas,8 Vygotsky lived in modern revolutionary times, implementing his/psychology-
philosophy as a guideline for ultimate societal change, especially in the development
of the individual personality. And just as most contemporary interpreters of Des-
cartes leave out his numerous references to God, many interpretations of Vygotsky
have ncit attempted to position him within a Marxist framework. Even when this
attempt is made, the dialectic often serves as the ultimate positioning of Vygotsky's
thoughts (together with other concepts such as "cell"); however, there was another,
higher level within which vygotsky placed his overall theoretical framework, which
was ·Spinozian monism. For example:

Monism was· one of the central assumptions of the truly scientific ... Marxist
methodology; mind and bOdyoonstltute a single reality in the functioning human being;
therefore a single science must ullimately describe and explain the unity.9

In other words, Vygotsky truly transcended the concept of dualism while accepting
it as a necessary point of departure for dialectical change. Readers are now en-
couraged to view Vygotskian thought as an attempt at synthesis, outside of
Cartesian polarity. It is with this double vision that the reader is asked to view this
collection of works from two perspectives simultaneously: the dialectic within a mo-
nistic framework. Vygotsky used variables such as strncture, function, org~nization,
etc., as instruments of dialectical analysis; however, dichotomies were placed within
a unified whole. In other words: one of the highest realms of Vygotskian psychology-
philosophy is not located with the polarities of Cartesian dualism, but within Spinozian
philosophy, which is ultimately monistic. Within this perspective, the concept of de-
tenninism needs to be redefined. For example:

Since Spinoza was an eminent determinist, It followed from Vygotsky's presentation
that a new form of determinism was generated in the philosophy of Spinoza-as a
methodological base of a new psychological theol}' free of the birthmarks of the
Cartesian method of thinking. According to Vygolsky, this theol}' has as its subject
man as an integral and active psychophysical being. striving toward self.development,
motivated only by bodily-spiritual needs. Its key category Is the ooncept of mOlivation
(Yaroshevsky, this volume, p. 264).

Vygotsky did not remain at the level of opposing dualities, such as conscious vs.
unconscious, relativism vs. determinism, continuum vs. transitional break, etc.
Higher ground is taken by Vygotsky in this volume (and in all of Vygotsky's works),
which lifts his psychology-philosophy beyond many contemporary scientific theories
of today.

Vygotsky's thoughts are situated within· a Russian context and should not be
directly compared with the Cartesian understanding of life. There is an overall con-
tinuity of Vygotsky's works from the very beginning, emerging in aesthetics, art,

'A. A Leontyev (1992, p. 42). "If 'superficfal psychology' (for example, behaviorism) passes appearance
off as essence, and If 'depth psychology derives psychical existence from the sphere of the unconscious'
and the 'unoonsclous Itself does not develop: that Is, if depth psychology Is in principle antisocial and

6antlhistorlcal, then only our 'height psychology' is a truly scientific, social, and historical psychology."
A Asmolov (1998. p. 21).

7A Leontiev (1996. p. 9): "Vygolsky I. the creator of this 'new look' In psychology based on the priority
of personality and on the idea of a oonstant dialogue between man and the world, man and culture,

sman and another people, man and himself."
J. Bruner (1987, p. 2).

9!? Joravsky (t989, p. 264).

theater literature, semiotics, poetry, etc. Vygotsky's untimely death prevented him
from c~mpleting one of the most important articles explaining his det.a!led unde~-
standing of Spinoza. At the same time, Vygotsky was not totally uncntlcal of SPI-
nozian philosophy related to his own psychQlogy-philosophy. The last chapt~r of
this volume is a fitting close to all of the Collected Works of L. S. Vygolslcy, WIth a
return to Vygotsky's love of aesthetics_and t~e theater. This volut?e is a tribute ~o
the continuity of Vygotsky's thoughts and life, and to the orgamc and systematic
valuing he not only .wrote about, but also lived.

2. Tool and Sign In the Development of the Child

vygotsky discussed BUhler's attempt to compare human ~nd anthropoid be-
havior, concluding that this is not possible (except at the genetIc level) because of
the inclusion of speech and practical thinking. The discussion turns from the. de-
velopment of work, connecting tools, speech, and practical intellect to that of Stgn~,
child development, and symbolic activity. Vygotsky stated clearly that "the symbohc
activity of the child is not invented by him and is not memorized" (p. 9). The ques-
tion remains as to the sign: is it first mediated within the lower mental functIOns,
or the higher mental functions? Vygotsky answers this question consistently:

The sign arises as a result of a oomplex process of development-In the full sense of
the word. At the beginning of the process. there Is a transitional. milled form that
oombines in lrself the natural and the cultural in the behavior or the chJld (p. 9).

Therefore, sign and meaning are not con~ent at the.be~inning, bu~ develop with
the transition of the function of a word, ultunately turnmg IOward, whIch transforms
the whole structure.

Vygotsky's conceptualization of word can be used in understanding the rela-
tionship between the externalized/internalized dialectical whole. This example ~Iso
offers insight into Vygotsky's use of explanatory psychology. Word for Vygotsky un-
plies a socialized context that never stands alone. Word for him is a central feature
of consciousness with an invisible, but constant circular relationshi~ between word-
thought-word. Word, according to A. A. Potcbnya (1835-1891), IS co~posed of
sound, inner fonn (which consists of image-representation): and meanmg.1O Po-
tebnya's theories contained a core element of the asymmetrical, ~ec~ssary f?r. the
dialectical process. Each word was viewed by Potebnya a5 a theory wlthtn a ~oclahzed
context, never standing alone. Once again, the example of Potebnya (a phllosop~er
and linguist whom Vygotsky read in depth) reflects to some degre~ the doub!",.g
experience that one fmds throughout Vygotsky's writings, and regardmg word, It IS
understood here from a Russian perspective. .

Often within linear, symmetrical models, development is assumed to progress
continually; however, Vygotsky is of the opinion that for development tQ prcx:eed
from the social-intennental stage to the individual-intramental stage, the functIOns
of simpler laws must be activated frrst, allowing for periodic regression:

SocIal forms of behavior are more oomplex and develop earlier In lhe chUdj beoomlng
individual, they drop to functioning according to simpler laws (p. It).

Another way of stating this is that transition from the collective to the individual
form of behavior "initially lowers the level of the whole operation" (p .. 53). Speech
and symbolic signs are used for transformations from natural laws to hIgher mental

IOSee M. Yar06hevsky (1989, pp. 77-78): 1.. Matejka in R. W. BaUey et aI. (1978, pp. 146-172): A.
Kozulln (1990, pp. 19-20).



functions. Allowing for asymmetry is a key feature of Vygotsky's thoughts in many
of his works, as in the foHowing example: .••... speech and action are related to
each other and form a mobile system of functions with an unstable [hence, asym-
metrical] type of interconnections" (p. 23). With speech, behavior can be controHed,
in particular when the planning function is used to anticipate the future. In dividing
the planning function from the reflective function of speech, many psychologists o!
Vygotsky's day viewed these aspects as being opposed to each other, while VygotskY
affirmed that there is an internal connection between these two functions. They
actually connect the lower to the higher functions of speech, which helps to explain
their true origin, while uniting the higher mental processes located within origin,
shUcture, and function (p. 40). Once again, the paradox resurfaces, in which Vygot-
sky.claims that one must be clear that the "history of development of each of the
higher mental functions is not the direct continuation and further improvement of
the corresponding elementary functions ... " (p. 42). The higher mental functions
penneate the lower mental processes, and refonn aH of them (p. 44). In studying
the higher mental functions, Vygotsky is of the opinion that the only path is ex-
perimentation (p. 45), which demonstrates that he does not side with descriptive
psychology.while at the same time placing his theories within philosophy. The path
to understanding the unity of all mental functions is development. His concept of
development is neither intellectualist ("discovery") nor mechanistic ("habits"), both
of which serve only a subordinate position. In the beginning stages of child devel-
opment, both natural and cultural components can be observed, and with this, play
is considered to be the path of development of the child, along with the'growth of
sign activity. Development then proceeds from external to internal mediation, with
Vygotsky cautioning the reader that a necessary regression usuaUy takes place, as
mentioned before:

Development, as frequently happens. moves not In a circle in this case. but along a
spiral returning on a higher plane to a point that was passed (p. 53).

In touching upon the topic of perception, Vygotsky rephrases his understanding
that

the laws that hold In psychophysIology of natural perception are not abolished with
the transitlon to the higher forms that Interest us but move as If to the background
and continue to exist In a contracted and subordinate fonn within the new patterns
(p.28).

The older functions continue to exist as subordinate units of the new whole. From
early stages, speech functions as an active part of perception, all of which includes
movement. In the beginning of childhood, the initial focus is direct perception, with-
out mediated speech, where the child perceives the whole. In the article "From the
Notebooks of L. S. Vygotsky" (1983), there is a discussion of Asya (Vygotsky's old-
est daughter) regarding perception, where Vygotsky stated that

speech dissects perception, pushes it along the way of analysis; It does not see ears
plus eyes. etc., but enumerates like this. At first there is a verbal enumeration
(analytical). which was laken for the atomlstlc character of percepllon Itself (from the
part to the whole); now II becomes clear ... that this Is not the case, that perceptlon
goes from the whole to parts. Our problem: Why does Asya, after perceiving the whole.
enumerate just the parts in speech? (p. 11).

The natural positioning of perception and movement changes when the word, or
another sign, appears in this process. with an indirect, mediated character being
assumed. The description of perception fonows the same developmental line of
other theories, from centripetal to centrifugal, with an asymmetrical dialectic being
included, and much room left for development from the whole to the center, re-
turning to the whole.

In Volume 1 of this series Lecture 4 offers introductory thoughts on emotions,
with an excellent summary bi Jerome Bruner (pp. 1~-13), much. of which ap~lies
to the section in this volume. In the chapter on emotIons, there IS a long, det~~ed
discussion regarding the James-Lange theory, and the general problem of derrvmg
an understanding of emotions from physiological reactions. Although the James-
Lange theory freed emotions from their phylogenetic roots (see Vol. 1. p. 1.1),t~e
problem of emotions was stiU tied to primitiveness. W. B: Cann~n (a physlOlo~st
and student of James). "rejected the concept that there IS any Simple connectio~
between an emotion and its physical expression" (Vol. I, p. 12). !he fact t~at th!s
chapter was not completed by Vygotsky,with the needed explanatIOnregardmg.SpI-
nolian theory. is disappointing in many ~espec~s(se~ p. 261 !o.r an e"lanat~on).
This chapter begins with a long and detatled dtscussl?n descnbl~g vanous. anunal
operations in which Sherrington severed nerves, sometun~s the spmal cord, I~ternal
organs. and at times, other groups of skeletal muscles m gruesome expenme~ts,
yet the dogs still experienced emotions after being oper~ted on. Vygotskywas qUick
to point out that the functional consequences of em~hons as a resu!t of these ex-
periments were not real emotions themselves; meanmg that the anunal~ only ~x-
perienced impotent emotions in reality, not being able to respond appropnately With
action. such as fleeing as a result of fear. Another example of the .Iack of c0I!e-
spondence of physical reactions being equivalent to e~otlons was given regardmg
patients with facial paralysis who could experience an I~temal sense. ~f laughter.

The problem in general is that the theory of em~tlons .has tradlh?nally. been
positioned within an anti·historical (p. 155) understandmg, WIthout the mcluslon of
theories of development (p. 158). Vygotsky strongly felt a. need !o overcome
Cartesian principles, with a link being made between t~e phtlo.sophlcal tenets of
Spinoza, even though Vygotsky clearly believed that Spmoza. did not ha~e all.of
the answers to solving future psychological ~roblems. of e~ot~ons. C~es.lan prm-
ciples could not solve the problems of emotl~ns/passt~ns wlt~m a ~ualtsttc under-
standing, according to Vygots~, who sta~ed: ~ut paSSIOns,thISbaSICphenomenon
of the human soul, are the pnmary mantfestattons of the dual human ?ature co.m-
bining the spirit and the body in one being" (p. 162). Instead of opposmg one stde
with the other, Vygotsky stated that the duality between ~he lower/higher nature,
body/soul. passion/will are natural occurrences; however, It was felt that although
passions are situated within duality, they may be overcome.1I Vygotsky's overall
framework remains consistent, offering the final blow to the theory of Descartes.
Vygotskysimply took Cartesian thought to its logical conclusion, which runs counter
to human intuition:

The wull:llocallzed and. thus, it Is materialized and mechanized. Moving and activated
by the body. the soul muat (tself be bodUy; It la made of material substance regardless
of all protestations that It 1:1a thinking substance completely different from the body
(p. 189). d h I aIIf the soul Is Involved In the mechanical circuit of passions an acts as a mec an c
io~~. II must be subject to the basIc laws of mechanics (p. 170).

At the same time what actually arises is a parallelis~ o.fspiritu~l and ~odily facets
of human passions. The soul is then viewed as funcltomng outSide of life (p. 197).

lluHe [Splnoza] believed that human freedom was not, as W8S commonly held. Indetennlnacy of choIce,
but W8S self.detennlnatlon, entirely by one'a own nature. free from external compulsion. This. for him,
was aCllon proper. while determination by extraneoUll causes was passion. the subjection to which he
called bondago" (Harrl:l, 1992. p. 6).



Put together, Cartesian dualism leads to body/spirit, animalsthumans, conscious-
nessflife (p. 198). V. F. Asmus, with whom Vygotsky agreed, stated that the
Cartesian doctrine is consistent with the church teaching of the day, namely that
the world from the beginning was created in all its perfection (p. 199) for humans.
Therefore, Cartesian philosophy is not only mathematical and mechanical, it is si-
multaneously metaphysical. Since Descartes' understanding of emotions can be
traced back to embryonic development, originatin close to the di estive tract, there
is the conclusion that complex passions resu t om the em ryonic states, with pas-
sions being innate (p. 202). If one accepts this position, then there is no real ca-
pability for development,with the appearance of emotions being able to change, but
not the emotions themselves (p. 205).

. In general, the James-Lange theory incorporated Spinoza's thinking while actually
being linked to the thoughts of Descartes. The next position was represented by Dilthey,
who returned to Spinoza's thoughts of definition, precise nomenclature, and classification,
in order to focus on descriptive philosophy-psychology. \-}'gotsky voiced his surprise at
the fact that the backward, dead issues of Spinoza were taken up by Dilthey, as opposed
to other Spinozian future-oriented explanations that were naturalistic, deterministic, ma-
terWlistic, and causal (p. 219). The problem here is that Lange's explanatory theories and
Dilthcy's descriptivc theories both claim that thcir idcas lic within a Spinozian framework,
while being opposed to each other. In the end, Vygotsky concludes that" ... something
of Spinozist teaching is contained in each of these theories that fight each other" (p.
222); however, Vygotsky goes beyond description and explanation, with what he calls
recon.s17Uction,reestablishmen~ recreation of the whole concreteness of what is experienced
(p. 225). An overall summary of emotions is given on p. 227, paragraph 3, which would
be an excellent starting point for understanding the entire chapter. .

Although Vygotsky saw the need for both descriptive and explanatory psychology,
he was most disturbed by the inherent determinism (here Cartesian, not Spinozian)
within introspective psychology. By using Spinozian philosophy, Vygotsky was consistent
when he avoided the attempt at splitting the mind-spirit-soul into bodily elements,
since it is the preservation of the whole that is important. For Spinoza, the drive toward
homeostasis did not represent equilibrium only but self-development (p. 263), being fu-
ture-oriented. If more time would have been allowed Vygotsky, he would have written
in more detail on Spinoza, including a critical analysis as well (e.g., perhaps regarding
the lack of inclusion of historicism within Spinozian naturalism, see p. 264).

In conclusion, Vygotsky defended explanatory psychology; however, when sepa-
rating explanation from emotions, experience needs to be viewed within historical
development. Vygotsky's causal explanation of emotions is labeled sociodeterminism
(p. 265) by Yaroshevsky.

The last section is a fitting close to the Collected Works of L. S. Vygotsky. There
is a discussion of different theories, for example, those of Stanislavskyl2 (whose

12K. S. Stanlslavskylivedfrom 1863to 1938."His [Stanislavsky's]conCeptof acting,whichhe calledthe
theol)'of emotionalexperience,was essentiallyopposedto the two dominatingsystemsof theatrical
performanceof the time: the craft theol)'and the perfonnancetheol)'.Neithersystemneededactive
humancommunicationand thereforedldnot studyit.Th.eadherentsof the crafttheoryreducedevery
role to mere reproductionof certaindieMs establishedin theatricalpracticebygenerationsof actors
and completelyruled out the very Ideaof meaningfulcommunicationbetweenactorson stage.Nor
didthe performancetheory(D. Oldero!,V. Meyerhold,andothers)makea connectionbetweenpartner
communicationand actingstandards... " (Berkhin,1988,p. 7).

Prologue

acting method was used in Hollywood duri~g the.1940s-195.os/; '[ Ribot ~who within
the psychology of emotions replaced dualtsm Wlth a ,,?omsttc hypotheSIs of paral-
lelism and interaction (p. 228»; and Diderot (who did not beheye that. ~he real
passions of the actor were necessary for good acting) .. '!Wo.opposmg ~osltlons re-
garding acting are presented: Stanislavsky's intemal JustificatIon: or findlOg ~he troth
of the feelings on stage, and Diderot's (in which. the actor bnngs the audience to
emotional heights, being devoid of personal emotion). Vyg.otsky q~otes L. ~a. Gure-
vich In stating that "... the solution of the problem ... lies ~ot m .the rmddle be-
tween two extremes, but on 8 different plane ~at ~~kes It pOSSible to see the

!subject from a new point of view" (p. 243). ":fhISposItion r,epresents the core of
overall Vygotskian thought on various levels ..It ISargue~ that m or~er to understand }
Vygotsky's psychology, one must e sed 10 V}'gotskian aest~ 1CS •

By closing this volume with 8 return to the theater, mcludmg aesthe~l~s, ther.e
is fmal closure to Vygotsky's thoughts and life, which rC4?aptures the, sPlOt of hiS
rust book The Psychology of Art (1925). It seems appropnate to end m a way \-}'-
gotsky loved best: Dobkin (in: Levitin, 1982, p. 31) remembers tha.t "he [Vygotsky).
even grew more fond of 1.yutchev's poetry in those years. ~d Wlth 1Jutchev !OO
he was able to find 'his own' lines, which were not purely Iyncal but had a philo-
sophical message. He would often recite: .

We still believe In mimcles
For all the lessons and the 1luths

That life has taught us;
We know there's beauty that won't pall
And strength that cannot be exhausted;
That flowers of a loveliness uneanhly
1b earthly withering will not succumb.

And dewdrops fallen on them In the morning,
Will not be' dried up by the midday sun.

II is a faith that won't deceive you
If you live by it alone from first to last;.

Not everything that flowered once must WIlt,
Not everything that was must pass.

Aamolov,A (1998).J1'gotsky loday: Up the slalrs of On Ihe verge of ncn·classh:al psychology. (Preprlnt).
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